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Electricity has followed a pattern of resource ‘ages’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The US power sector has experienced several “ages”. These resources are ever in competition for least cost. Natural gas has dominate the last decade. 



Renewables and natural gas comprise most of the capacity 
additions through the projection period in the Reference 
case.
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As the electricity market adds new natural gas, nuclear and renewable 
resources, coal plants will be retired, leaving utilities with stranded assets. 

Securitization  - Cost Recovery for Coal Plants

http://cnee.colostate.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/CNEE-Repowering-the-Western-Economy-.pdf



“Utilities get about 90% of their cost recovery from 
the states and only 10% from Washington. If you 
want to implement innovative policy, focus on 
what happens in the states.”

~ CEO of a Western Utility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although our focus in this group has largely been Federal policy up until now, most utilities would remind us that their businesses are historically much more impacted by state policy. I think the same also goes for Transmission sighting – in most respects it is a state issue with respect to sighting, cost recovery, etc. 



Trends in State Energy Policy 



Renewable Portfolio Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RPS policies apply to over ½ of the electricity demand in the country. (56%)Note: DSIRE missed a few changes in this map. The chart on slide 56 (“RPS Target Dates” is up-to date). 



From 2017 Renewable Portfolio Standards Status Report
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab

Resources for RPS Compliance are shifting from Wind to Solar
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chart excludes Iowa. (Target set in 1983 was met several times over since then.)Assuming no further policy changes. 2020, 2021 and 2025 are key years. California SB18-100: This bill would state that it is the policy of the state that eligible renewable energy resources and zero-carbon resources supply 100% of retail sales of electricity to California end-use customers and 100% of electricity procured to serve all state agencies by December 31, 2045. The bill would require that the achievement of this policy for California not increase carbon emissions elsewhere in the western grid and that the achievement not allow resource shuffling. The bill would require the PUC, Energy Commission, and state board to utilize programs authorized under existing statutes to achieve that policy and, as part of a public process, issue a joint report to the Legislature by January 1, 2021, and every 4 years thereafter, that includes specified information relating to the implementation of the policy.Massachusetts HB18-4857: Increased the state’s RPS to approximately 50% by 2030 and retains the “an additional 1% of sales thereafter” language. 





Strategen consulting, llc: Evolving the RPS: A Clean Peak Standard for a Smarter Renewable Future



Strategen consulting, llc: Evolving the RPS: A Clean Peak Standard for a Smarter Renewable Future



Shared Renewables
• In 2010 there were only 2 shared 

renewable projects in the US

• In 2016 there were 100 in 26 
states

• 49% of households and 48% of 
businesses are unable to host 
solar.

• Opens the market to all utility 
customers including renters

• Offers low cost power for low 
income programs



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RE 100 initiative, 95 companies, 33 US based. Also Buyer’s Principles.orgAEE has done a lot of work in this area and they are here today.  CNEE has done some work to think about how these corporate targets could be factored into the IRP process. The West does not rank highly in pathways for corporate purchasing. Microsoft last year committed to purchasing 237 megawatts (MW) of wind power in Kansas and Wyoming, the largest single purchase thus far. By one account, by 2020 it is estimated that the top 50 corporate buyers of solar and wind power in the United States will add more than 17 GW of renewable energy. (BNEF)



Energy Storage



Grid Modernization



Most Common Types of Policies in 2017

Grid Modernization



RENEWABLE PORTFOLIO STANDARDS
Massachusetts HB 18-4857: Increased the state’s RPS to approximately 50% by 2030, sets an energy 
storage target of 1000 MWh by 2026, and directs the Department of Energy Resources to establish a 
clean peak standard for retail electric suppliers.  

New Jersey A 18-3723: Increased the state’s RPS to 50% by 2030, set a 2000 MW target for energy 
storage. 

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Colorado E.O. B 2018 006: Directed CDPHE to consider a rule adopting California’s LEV standard. 

UTILITY BUSINESS MODELS
Hawaii SB 18-2939: Requires the PUC to establish performance incentive and penalty mechanisms by 
2020 that directly tie electric utility revenues to the utility's achievement on performance metrics 
including reliability, customer engagement, and rapid integration of renewable energy resources. 

GRID MODERNIZATION
Maine LD 17-755: Utilities proposing transmission projects must allow a third-party investigation of 
potential non-transmission alternatives, to be submitted to the PUC.

CARBON STANDARDS
California SB-100: A goal of 100% carbon-free electricity by 2045. Within this standard is the state’s 
carbon trading program and renewable portfolio standard of 60% by 2030 (from 50% by 2030). There 
already exists an economy wide 40% reduction in GHG by 2030.

Policies 2018



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A significant development last year is Transportation sector eclipsing emissions from Electric Power for the first time since 1979. This is a foundational fact for Jurgen’s talk and also the EV breakout sessions. 



Source: US EPA

Transportation



EV Registrations by State January 2011 - August 2018 

Source: https://autoalliance.org/energy-environment/advanced-technology-vehicle-sales-dashboard/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BEV: Battery electric vehiclePHEV: Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle

https://autoalliance.org/energy-environment/advanced-technology-vehicle-sales-dashboard/


The REV West MOU

• The MOU creates a framework to: 
• Reduce transportation sector carbon emissions 

and allow EV drivers to travel between the states 
using major transportation corridors. 

• The Signatory states agree to: 
• Create best practices and procedures that will 

enhance EV adoption; 
• Create voluntary minimum standards for EV 

charging stations;
• Identify and develop opportunities to incorporate 

EV charging station infrastructure into planning 
and development processes;

• Encourage EV manufacturers to stock and market a 
wide variety of EVs in the states; and 

• Identify, respond to, and where possible 
collaborate on funding opportunities to support 
the development of the REV West Plan.



CNEE Projects

http://cnee.colostate.edu/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CNEE offers several free resources, which you can access from our home page.

http://cnee.colostate.edu/


The Clean Energy Legislative 
Academy
hosted by CNEE

• Energy Storage

• Grid Modernization

• Clean Energy Finance

• Utility Business Models

• Electrifying Transportation

• Mainstreaming Renewables

State Legislators and Staff Who Have Attended

Arizona Representative Ken Clark

Arizona Senator Frank Pratt

Arizona Andrew Loucks

Arizona Jeff Kros

Colorado Representative Jeni Arndt

Colorado Senator Kevin Priola

Colorado Representative Mike Foote

Colorado Representative Chris Hansen

Colorado Matt Becker

Colorado Katie Ruedebusch

Colorado Jasmin Barco

Nevada Assemblyman Chris Brooks

Nevada Senator Pat Spearman

Nevada Senator Mo Denis

Nevada Marjorie Paslov-Thomas

New Mexico Representative Nathan Small

New Mexico Julia Barnes

Utah Representative Stephen Handy

Utah Sarah Balland



https://www.aeltracker.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The database currently contains information on over 18,000 bills introduced since 2013. Search Tracker by state, policy, year, bill status, and keywords. 

https://www.aeltracker.org/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
***This is an example of a query of the database for all 2017 and 2018 bills introduced in New Mexico. Your search results will return a summary map and pie charts. These are interactive. Clicking on a state will provide summary pie charts of that state’s bills. Clicking on a wedge of any pie chart will take you to the bills associated with that policy category or bill status. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll also get a list of bills that you can interact with by sorting and searching by keywords. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you click on a bill number, you’ll be taken to that bill’s page where you can look at bill actions, sponsors, votes, and versions. ** Note that news is currently unavailable. We hope to have that feature back up next year. ** This is a securitization bill. 



https://www.aeltracker.org/account/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We offer a free legislation tracking service that allows you to search Tracker’s database and add bills to a list. You can select how often you’d like to receive email updates on actions on your bills. You can also login anytime to see updates by hour, day, week, or month.  A link to myTracker is available under Search Tracker on the AEL Tracker’s homepage. 

https://www.aeltracker.org/account/


https://spotforcleanenergy.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SPOT for Clean Energy evaluates where the 50 states stand on 37 clean energy policies. It was developed through a partnership between our Center and The Nature Conservancy / TNC. You can search this database by clicking on the “Clean Energy Policies” drop-down menu at the top of the page or you can click on an individual state. 

https://spotforcleanenergy.org/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
On state pages, we provide state specific background information and a gap analysis of the 37 policies. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clicking on a policy will take you to a page providing additional information on that policy, which includes links to a policy brief, resources that explain policy component answers, other resources, and current session legislation related to that policy. 



CNEE State Briefs

• Provide a brief background on the energy economy in your state 
• Introduce the concept of policy stacking
• Present background and policy opportunities* for your state in four 

major areas: 
• Grid Modernization
• Energy Storage
• Renewable Energy
• Electrification of the Transportation Sector

• Link to recent news and other resources

*Most of these policies can be created through legislative or regulatory procedures. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Policy stacking: idea that certain foundational policies (market preparation and market creation policies) need to be in place before states adopt other types of policies (market expansion policies). Policy background and opportunities: We also try to point out ongoing proceedings, legislative activity, or other processes that you might be interested in.  



Clean Energy Opportunities for 
New Mexico

• Transition from coal to cleaner electricity
- Securitization
- Equitable transition for communities

• NM Renewable Portfolio Standard
• EV charging corridors and infrastructure
• Regional grid modernization and transmission 

planning
• Data privacy and ownership legislation
• Jobs and economic development opportunities
• Storage and “non-wire alternatives” considered 

in utility planning



Thank you. Questions? 
Contact Information: 

Suzanne Tegen, Assistant Director: Suzanne.Tegen@colostate.edu
Patrick Cummins, Senior Policy Advisor: Patrick.Cummins@colostate.edu

Tom Plant, Senior Policy Advisor: Tom.Plant@colostate.edu

mailto:Suzanne.Tegen@colostate.edu
mailto:Patrick.Cummins@colostate.edu
mailto:Tom.Plant@colostate.edu
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